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Abstract

Recently, wearable computing resources, such as smart-
phones, are developing fast due to the advancements of
technology and their great supports to human life. People
are using smartphone for communication, work, entertain-
ment, business, traveling, and browsing information. How-
ever, the health-care application is very limited due to many
challenges. We would like to break the limitation and boost
up the research to support human health. One of the impor-
tant steps for a health-care system is to understand age and
gender of the user through gait, who is wearing the sensor.
Gait is chosen because it is the most dominant daily activ-
ity, which is considered to contain not only identity but also
physical, medical conditions. To this end, we organize a
challenging competition on gender and age prediction us-
ing wearable sensors. The evaluation is mainly based on
the published OU-ISIR inertial dataset which is currently
the world largest inertial gait dataset∗.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the average age of the world’s population
has been increasing. According to the World Health Orga-
nization (WHO), in 2015, the number of people aged 60
years and over worldwide was estimated to be about 900
million. The size of this age group is expected to grow
to 2 billion by 2050 [6]. This enormous aging population
would create a significant impact on the socio-economic
structure of society in terms of social welfare and health-
care needs. Automated health care has a huge benefit and
its demand is becoming indispensable [8, 4, 2]. One of the
approaches which can be employed is based on wearable
devices [1, 5, 3]. An advantage of a wearable device sys-
tem, such as smartphone or smartwatch, is that it can be
used daily, anywhere, cost-effective, and it is so convenient

∗http://www.am.sanken.osaka-u.ac.jp/GAG2019/
978-1-7281-3640-0/19/$31.00 c©2019 IEEE

that people are using it for multiple purposes, such as com-
munication, work, entertainment, business, traveling, and
browsing information.

Although it is beneficial to use such wearable device sys-
tems to support people life daily, the health-care application
is very limited. For examples, it can be used for just mon-
itoring daily gait exercise, heart rate, respiration rate. In
our research, we focus on health-care application based on
gait. Gait is chosen since it is the most dominant daily ac-
tivity, which is considered to contain not only identity but
also physical, medical conditions. One of the key steps for
a health-care system is to understand the age and gender
of the user who is wearing the sensor through gait. Al-
though age and gender estimations are already considered
for a wearable sensor [12, 3], the consideration is very lim-
ited with a few research groups and very limited datasets.
Hence, it is understandable that there is not a survey in the
community through a competition. To this end, we organize
this competition. Through this competition, we hope to un-
derstand the limitation of current research and boost future
research. We employ a large scale OU-ISIR dataset which
includes gait data of up to 744 people for training and an
additional dataset for testing.

In the remaining text, we first describe the training and
testing datasets, the evaluation method, and participants of
the competition. Then, we summarize the methods and fea-
tures used by the participants. Finally, we present, discuss
the submitted prediction results, and conclude the competi-
tion.

2. Dataset

The training dataset is publicly available, while unla-
beled test dataset was uploaded after the registration dead-
line. All these datasets were captured by the same three-
axial inertial motion sensors. Training dataset consist of the
two OU-ISIR inertial datasets:

a) The OU-ISIR Gait Database, Inertial Sensor
Dataset [9]:



b) The OU-ISIR Gait Database, Similar Action Inertial
Dataset [11]

While the test dataset is a mixture of two different sub-
sets. A subset of the test dataset is similar to that of a) and
b). The remaining subset was captured in the wild on a flat
ground, in which the sensors were fixed in a backpack at
different orientations.

2.1. Setup of the gait capture system

2.1.1 Training dataset

To consider variations of sensor type and sensor location,
we used three IMUZ sensors from ZMP Inc. [7] to capture
gait signals. An IMUZ includes a triaxial accelerometer
and a triaxial gyroscope. We set the IMUZ dynamic ranges
at ±4 [g] and ±500 [deg/s] for capturing human gait sig-
nal. IMUZ sensors were connected to a remote computer
through Bluetooth connection. All the three sensors cap-
tured data at their maximum frame-rate, 100 Hz. The sen-
sors were mounted on a waist belt as shown in Figure 1(a).
The belt was covered by a soft cushion to protect the sen-
sors and avoid direct contact with the subject. Attachment
of the belt on a subject’s body is shown in Figure 1(c). The
center IMUZ, one IMUZ at the left and one at the right of
the subject’s waist.

We collected the gait data of 744 visitors in a five-day
exhibition. Each visitor was requested to sign an informed
consent to permit the use of their data for research purpose.
The distribution of the number of visitors by age groups and
genders are shown in Figure 2.

We captured 6D signal sequences from the accelerome-
ter and gyroscope in each IMUZ sensor and from the ac-
celerometer in the Motorola. Data only for level, up-slope,
and down-slope walk was extracted for each subject. For the
level walk, two sequences were extracted for entering and
exiting the path for each subject, meanwhile, only one se-
quence was extracted for the up-slope or down-slope walk.

After simple preprocessing to remove invalid data and
extract interesting data, we found that the validity of cap-
tured data was not equal for all subjects, hence our training
dataset could be optimized with respect to several variation
factors. The most important factor is the number of sub-
jects, therefore we made the first subset that included the
maximum number of subjects. The second subset was max-
imized with the variations of sensor location, ground condi-
tion, and sensor type, therefore the number of subjects was
sacrificed for these variations. Meanwhile, the third subset
was maximized only with the variation of ground condi-
tion [11].

2.1.2 Test dataset

The first half of the test dataset was captured in the same
condition with that of the training dataset. It consists of
captured data of 48 subjects that were not published in the
OU-ISIR inertial sensor dataset [9]. The second half of the
test dataset was captured with the same sensor on a back-
pack as shown in Figure 3. It consists of gait data of 14
subjects and two captured days per subject. It is extracted
from the dataset used in [10] without additional load on
the backpack. Having considered the different sensor ori-
entations and different captured days, we prepared 194 test
sequences. The distributions of gender and age for these
sequences are shown in Figure 4 and an example of a test
signal is shown in Figure 5.

In this competition, the gender and age prediction tasks
are challenging since the sensor orientation associated with
each signal sequence is unknown. Particularly, for the sen-
sor location of a signal sequence associated with the back-
pack was not the same with any sensor location in the train-
ing dataset.

3. Evaluation Method and Participants

We received 18 team registrations as shown in Table 1,
who are from different universities, research institutions,
and companies in different countries. Only 10 teams sub-
mitted their results by the deadline. In detail, they con-
tributed 67 solutions in total for both age and gender es-
timation as shown in Table 2.

Team ID Team Name Affiliation
GAG2019112701 NPS Naval Postgraduate School, United Stated
GAG2019112901 ����� University of Hyogo, Japan
GAG2019113001 AnythingWouldDo Singapore
GAG2019120201 snakesoft Shenzhen Institute of Advanced Technology, China
GAG2019120401 SIATMIS China
GAG2019120402 VIP-AC-UMA University of Málaga, Spain
GAG2019120601 NBL NTNU, Norway

GAG2019120602 Code Surfers

School of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science, 
National University of Science and Technology , 
Islamabad, Pakistan

GAG2019120701 Three Kingdom

So-net Media Networks Corp., University of 
Southampton, Taiping Financial Technology Service 
Co., Ltd.)

GAG2019120801 JG-ait University of Hildesheim, German
GAG2019121201 Orange Labs France
GAG2019121202 KU Leuven imec-DistriNet and imec-COSIC, KU Leuven

GAG2019121501 USF-CSE-CVPR
Department of Computer Science, University of South 
Florida, USA

GAG2019122001 Just Yellow
Information Systems and Machine Learning Lab, 
University of Hildesheim

GAG2019122601 Ekattor Bangladesh
GAG2019010301 Unipi_GC University of Pisa, Italy
GAG2019010401 Anonymous NTNU, Norway
GAG2019122501 NCTU-YJ lab National Chiao Tung University (NCTU), Taiwan

Table 1. Registered teams

We evaluated the submitted prediction results separately
for age and gender. The results were evaluated simply by
mean absolute error (years) for age and percentage of mis-
takes for gender in comparison with the ground-truth age
and gender, respectively.
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Figure 1. Setup of the gait capturing system.

Figure 2. Distribution of number of training subjects by age group
and gender.

Figure 3. The three IMUZ sensors in the backpack.

Figure 4. The distributions of (a) gender and (b) age for test se-
quences.

Figure 5. An example of test signal sequence.

Team #Algorithms for Gender prediction #Algorithms for Age prediction
GAG2019112901 1 1
GAG2019113001 3 3
GAG2019120402 4 7
GAG2019120601 1 1
GAG2019120701 4 4
GAG2019121201 2 2
GAG2019121202 7 7
GAG2019121501 3 3
GAG2019122501 4 4
GAG2019122601 3 3

Table 2. The number of submitted algorithms separately for age
and gender. The maximum number of submitted algorithms of a
team was found at seven for both age and gender.

4. Summary of Features and Methods
There are various approaches for preprocessing, feature

extraction, and prediction methods used in the competition
as shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Since the training dataset
is rich enough, various deep learning-based solutions were
employed. Most of the solutions using deep learning use
raw a signal subsequence as the input sample. On the other
hand, most of the solutions based on conventional clas-
sification methods used simple statistical features such as
mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, or autocorre-
lation of raw signals. Particularly, some teams realized the
practical issues of orientation inconsistency between train-
ing and testing datasets. They employed orientation invari-
ant representation of the signal to overcome the inconsis-
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tency, such as [13]. Some other team fixed the sensor ori-
entation with a rotation matrix computed by principal com-
ponent analysis. These solutions, which handled sensor ori-
entation inconsistency, are summarized in Table 5.

Table 3. Preprocessing and feature extraction methods.
Feature and preprocessing Team ID
Fourier transform GAG2019112901

Statistical features 
GAG2019113001, 
GAG2019121501, 
GAG2019122601

Raw data
GAG2019120402, 
GAG2019120601, 
GAG2019122501

Z-score standardization GAG2019120701

Magnitude and angle formed by sensor data GAG2019121201

Eigen-coefficients and Temporal Conv. Net GAG2019121202

Duration of gait cycle value GAG2019121501

Step length and duration GAG2019122501

Table 4. Approaches used by participants.
Approach Method Team ID

Classification Neural Network

GAG2019112901, 
GAG2019113001, 
GAG2019121202, 
GAG2019122501

CNN GAG2019120402
LSTM Network GAG2019120601
Multi-task convolution BLSTM GAG2019120701
Multi-task Resnet GAG2019120701

RNN
GAG2019121201,
GAG2019120701

Temporal convolutional networks (TCN) GAG2019121202

K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
GAG2019113001, 
GAG2019122601

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

GAG2019113001, 
GAG2019121202, 
GAG2019121501, 
GAG2019122501, 
GAG2019122601

Random Forest 
GAG2019113001, 
GAG2019121202, 
GAG2019122601

Linear regression with Ridge GAG2019113001
XGboost GAG2019122501

Eigen-gait feature-based framework with Hidden 
Markov Model (HMM)

GAG2019121202
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Table 5. Sensor orientation handling methods.
Sensor Orientation Handling Team ID
Sensor orientation-invariant signal [13] GAG2019121202
The sensor orientation-invariant signal is constructed 
by the magnitude of raw gyroscope or accelerometer 
signals

GAG2019122501,
GAG2019121201

PCA rotation matrix GAG2019121501

5. Results and Discussion

In this section, we describe and discuss the prediction
results. We first present the prediction results for gender and
age separately, then we summarize the results to discuss the
performances of the submitted solutions.

5.1. Gender Prediction Results

The gender prediction results for all the teams are shown
in Figure 6. Overall, we can see the diverse results both
between and within the teams. Team GAG2019122501
produced very accurate prediction results for male but in-
accurate for female. Similarly, teams GAG2019120402
and GAG2019121201 also produced such biased results.
These are deep learning-based solutions. In contrast, team
GAG2019113001 produced the opposite results, which
used a conventional classification method, a support vec-
tor machine. Team GAG2019121202 presented the most
diverse results since they used different approaches within
the team. Meanwhile, team GAG2019122601 gave almost
random prediction solutions.

5.2. Age Prediction Results

The age estimation results are shown in Figure 7. Over-
all, we can see a dominant trend among the solutions that
the age estimation performance for younger subjects is bet-
ter than that for older subjects. Teams GAG2019121202,
GAG2019120701, and GAG2019121501 had the best and
very comparative results. While team GAG2019112901
produced a very inaccurate prediction.

5.3. Summary of the results

In this section, we compare the results of each solution
of all teams for selecting the winners of the competition.
The summary of all prediction results is shown in Table 6.
Overall, most of the solutions that did not handle the sen-
sor orientation or location inconsistency yielded inaccurate
results as this inconsistency was set as the challenging prac-
tice of the competition.

For gender prediction, the best solution is Alg-6 of team
GAG2019121202 with an error of 24.23%. The second best
solution is Alg-1 of team GAG2019121501 (24.74%). In
fact, these solutions are among the few ones that handled
the sensor orientation inconsistency as listed in Table 5.
While Alg-6 of GAG2019121202 used deep learning, Alg-
1 of GAG2019121501 used a conventional machine learn-
ing technique (support vector machine). Alg-1 and Alg-
2 of team GAG2019120701 share the third best solution
(30.41%). However, their performances are far from those
of the best two solutions since the sensor orientation incon-
sistency was not considered.

For age prediction, the best solution is also Alg-6 of team
GAG2019121202 with a mean error of 5.39 years. This
is a reasonable result as the authors handled the orienta-
tion inconsistency. The second best solution is Alg-7 of
the same team, which is an ensemble solution of their team
solutions. The good result (5.94 years) of this solution may
have been inherited from the best solution of the team. The
third best solution is Alg-1 of team GAG2019120701 (6.44
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Figure 6. Gender prediction results for the 10 teams.

years), which is encouraging since the orientation inconsis-
tency was not considered.

6. Conclusions

It was a challenging task for the competition organizers
and international participants to complete the first compe-
tition on gender and age challenge with wearable inertial
sensors with a promising outcome within this short time.
Thanks to the enthusiasm of the participants, we have re-
ceived 67 submitted solutions from 10 teams. The best so-
lutions for gender and age predictions belong to the same
team, who are from imec-DistriNet and imec-COSIC, KU
Leuven, Belgium. The lowest error rates are 24.23% and
5.39 years for gender and age, respectively.

In the future, we hope to continue the purpose of this
competition to boost the health-care research as we can see
a bright future for such applications with wearable sensors.
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Figure 7. Age prediction results by age groups for the 10 teams.

Table 6. Evaluation of prediction solutions in detail

Alg-1 Alg-2 Alg-3 Alg-4 Alg-5 Alg-6 Alg-7 Team Best Alg-1 Alg-2 Alg-3 Alg-4 Alg-5 Alg-6 Alg-7 Team Best

GAG2019112901 45.88 45.88 20.07 20.07

GAG2019113001 38.66 50.52 44.85 38.66 9.69 7.78 7.84 7.78

GAG2019120402 35.05 31.96 31.44 33.51 31.44 7.37 7.11 6.93 7.09 7.04 7.04 7.07 6.93

GAG2019120601 47.94 47.94 12.13 12.13

GAG2019120701 30.41 30.41 35.05 36.08 30.41 6.44 6.65 7.54 7.65 6.44

GAG2019121201 30.93 31.96 30.93 9.21 9.33 9.21

GAG2019121202 41.75 58.25 39.69 34.54 32.99 24.23 35.57 24.23 7.20 9.62 12.30 8.19 8.19 5.39 5.94 5.39

GAG2019121501 24.74 37.63 45.88 24.74 6.62 7.86 8.99 6.62

GAG2019122501 30.93 40.72 42.27 36.08 30.93 9.29 15.98 7.05 9.74 7.05

GAG2019122601 51.03 59.28 50.00 50.00 18.14 13.62 13.78 13.62

Prediction errors for gender estimation algorithms
(Percentage of mistakes)

Prediction errors for age estimation algorithms
(Mean absolute error (year))Team
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